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Fanning Island Trips Are a Go!
Editor Note: Angling Report subscribers are a pretty special group of fishermen. Not only are they among the first
to step up to the plate when an exploratory trip to some remote corner of the
world is announced, but they even get in
front of the agents and outfitters occasionally, as witness the journey Honor
Roll subscriber Tim Welch undertook to
Fanning Island way back in 2008. Tim
wrote a report for us on that journey,
describing the promise this island has
as a fishing area, especially in a sprawling 12-square-mile wilderness area
even the locals rarely visit. It was Tim’s
dream to play a role in setting up a sustainable sportfishing program on Fanning Island, and now, finally, almost ten
years later, it appears he has succeeded.

by Tim Welch
In Tim’s own words, here is the very latest on Fanning Island.

I

t looks like international anglers
are finally going to have an opportunity to fly-fish Fanning Island,
an atoll northwest of Christmas Island.
Starting this year, a loose partnership
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between The Fly Shop in Redding,
California; Pegasus Lodges (a surfing
travel business); and Air Kiribati will
offer exploratory trips to Fanning from
Christmas Island. The remarkable task
of building this eco-friendly, sustainable
business has been headed up by Michael
Caranci of The Fly Shop, who has won
the support of a half dozen or more Fanning Island Village Councils, as well
as an NGO called Sustainable Travel
International (http://sustainabletravel.
org). The latter is a group that advises
on matters of sustainability of fragile
island resources and local culture. I
believe this is the first attempt to blend
the community of adventure surfers
with fly fishing aficionados, a necessity
that springs from the need to minimize
fishing pressure on the fragile lagoon
but keep visitor levels high enough to
pay for operations. No more than four
to six rods per week will be allowed
on Fanning Island, while surfers will at
least equal that number but stay outside
the lagoon. Initially, guests will stay
with French expat Bruno Delala at his
La Belle Etoile. I can tell you from firsthand experience that Bruno’s cooking
with local foods is exceptional, and his
cleverly constructed homestay accommodation is comfortable and friendly.
Longer term, there are plans in the
works to construct a few small cottages,
or kiakias, to accommodate future fishing and surfing guests.
The plans right now are for The Fly
Shop to conduct three exploratory trips
this year. As this is written, the first trip
is slated for January, when three anglers
led by The Fly Shop’s Christiaan Pre-
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torius will visit Fanning. A report from
that group should be in the works by
the time you read this. A second trip led
by Eric Ersch of The Fly Shop is set for
February 21 to 28, and a third trip with
Michael Caranci is scheduled for April
11 to 18. I am slated to go on this trip.
These latter trips will be limited to four
or five reasonably fit, self-sufficient anglers. There will be a skilled local guide
available on these trips, but he will be
stretched thin among the anglers. Additionally, most of the flats fishing is on
foot, and the famous Irapa Wilderness
Area involves an hour-long boat ride
and an hour of hiking on a moderately
difficult trail through coconut bush and
tropical shoreline.
The Fanning fly fishing experience
at this point is for the most part uncharted. There are no firsthand reports
from experienced anglers since I visited the island in October 2008. I landed
bonefish in the eight-pound range, and
was broken off by what I am still quite
certain was a bonefish on steroids! We
fished for bluefin trevally, triggers, and
an assortment of reef fish. Local fishermen report giant trevally, wrasse, and
tuna inside and outside the lagoon. At
one point, we bought a tuna from an old
fisherman in a dugout outrigger canoe
that was so big it filled his entire canoe.
He had to straddle the boat gunnels to
make room for his fish. It wasn’t Old
Man and the Sea, but a very close facsimile.
Fanning Island right now provides
a rare opportunity to go on a fishing
trip that is a real adventure, a journey
of exploration. The first anglers and

surfers will be real outliers. They will
earn high-caliber bragging rights and
have adventure stories to tell their
grandchildren. The Fly Shop has priced
these initial trips at $4,500 per angler.
That includes the charter flight from
Christmas Island to Fanning Island, all
conservation fees, meals, lodging at
Bruno’s, and transportation around the
island. Tips and booze are not included,
nor is international airfare to Christmas
Island. You can get more details from
The Fly Shop at 800-669-3474. Web:
www.flyshop.com.
Postscript: Tim Welch said he would be
glad to correspond with booked anglers
eager to get on-site details. He can be
reached at: twelch@wa-net.com. If you
are curious about the surfing company
that is participating in the opening of
Fanning Island, you can get more details at: www.pegasuslodges.com.
DATELINE: ICELAND

Discovery
New Salmon-Trip Wrinkle:
Semi-Guided and Cheap
Editor Note: Last month we told you
about a low-cost trout option in Iceland.
Well, here’s a low-cost salmon option
there coupled with sea trout. The outfitter who’s offering the trip is interesting
in his own right, too. Jerry Gibbs, longtime Outdoor Life Fishing Editor, filed
the report.
f you’ve ever yearned to sample
Iceland’s lauded Atlantic salmon
fishing but have balked at the dizzying costs that can run as high as $3,000

I

Honor Roll Subscribers
 The Angling Report encourages
also get special consideration for
subscribers to file reports on great
FREE trips. If you have been on
places to fish and important news
an interesting trip recently, send a
developments that help the rest of
letter-length report to see if you can
us decide where to go—or not to
get on our subscriber Honor Roll.
go—fishing. Subscribers who file
E-mail it to doncausey@anglingreunusually important and useful report.com. You can find the complete
ports are placed on our Subscriber
list of Honor Roll subscribers on
Honor Roll and sent a complimenour website, www.anglingreport.
tary Angling Report Honor Roll
com. Click on “Honor Roll subfishing cap. Honor Roll subscribers
scribers.”
February 2017
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to $4,000 or more per day during prime
season, here’s a deal that will knock
your socks off. What would you say to
six days of fly fishing for half that cost?
I’m talking $3,895 per person for two
anglers sharing a beat and lodging! Half
of those days would be spent targeting
big, brawling five-to 15-plus-pound searun brown trout, the other days pursuing
Atlantic salmon. The former will likely
be feeding more aggressively than the
latter, but with up to 12 hours of fishing
time per day you’re going to get plenty
of opportunities to show your stuff on
Salmo salar.
This fascinating program, and
a second one I will tell you about
later, are the brain child of outfitter and
guide Jeff McEvoy, who since 2003
has owned Weatherby’s Lodge, one of
Maine’s classic Grand Lake Stream
fishing and hunting lodges. I caught up
with Jeff as he was gearing up for his
annual and well-deserved R&R break
skiing the backcountry and slopes of the
Pine Tree State. Here are the details as
he explained them to me.
The trip begins August 31 with return on September 7. Jeff describes the
trip as being semi-guided, and by that
he means he and his Icelandic partner,
Haukur Thordurson (an Icelandic native
and skilled angler), will move about,
spending time with anglers at each beat
being fished. They will offer advice on
approaches and techniques and help
with tackle difficulties. For those who
want it, one-on-one guiding will be
available at additional cost. Jeff tells me
most of his anglers, whose skill levels
range from intermediate to advanced,
will take the semi-guided route. As for
required fitness, he says some of the
wading and walking requirements make
this what he calls a moderately difficult
trip.
Anglers (limited to 10) will be met
at Keflavik International Airport on
their early morning arrival and loaded
into Toyota Land Cruisers. Breakfast
will be taken on the road, after which
there will be a stop at a local tackle
shop before traveling on to Haukadalsa
River Guest House, the lodging provided for the salmon segment of the
February 2017

trip. Both this guesthouse and the one
on the Eldvatn River sea trout segment
are modern, with a central area, double
rooms, private baths, and a hot tub.
Meals are scheduled to follow a routine
of buffet breakfast, return for lunch, and
a sit-down dinner.
Fishing will follow the European
model of one rod at a time on a beat.
This is somewhat comparable to standing in the bow of a flats skiff here in the
US. You and your partner will decide
what method you will use to alternate
being up or down. Some anglers prefer
to change at agreed-upon time intervals.
Others prefer to change every time a
certain number of fish are jumped or
caught, and so on. Beats on the Iceland
trip will be rotated every three hours:

two beats in the morning; two in the
afternoon. That amounts to 12 hours of
fishing per day, of course, which typically causes anglers to take increasingly
long rest breaks as the week wears on.
So, don’t think the one-rod limitation
on a beat is going to leave you feeling
short-changed.
The Haukadalsa River is three
hours northwest of Reykjavik in mountainous country. It flows through a
low canyon with thewater alternating
between quick flows and easily wadeable pools. Anglers will fish the canyon
as well as beats lower down where
agricultural land predominates. Along
with horses and sheep, it’s common to
see ptarmigan, arctic fox, and swans in
this section. The water is typically in
the 50 degrees F range and very clear,
encouraging sight fishing. McEvoy is
enthusiastic about the consistency with
which the Haukadalsa has produced fish
for his past anglers, even though this
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is not what’s touted as the high salmon
season (July), the calendar period that
demands those kingly prices mentioned
earlier. Jeff has set up his program
around the shoulder season, but when
there are still plenty of fish in the river.
These are salmon in prime shape, not
the thin, overwinter “black” salmon that
are fished for in spring in some Canadian rivers.
On September 3, anglers on this
trip will fish salmon on the Haukadalsa
until noon, then depart for Reykjavik,
where they will spend the night in a
hotel (included in the trip cost). Guests
will only pay for their restaurant meal
in the city that evening. For the gustatorily adventurous, this will offer the
chance to sample some local specialties that range from puffin (the bird) to
fermented shark. I’m told that once you
get past the aroma of the latter, it isn’t
bad at all. Departure the next morning
will have you at the guest house at the
Eldvatn sea trout venue by noon, with
fishing until dark.
Eldvatn is a big river on the vast
south shore coastal plain. It is fed
by springs from under the lava fields
through which it flows. The surrounding volcanoes and the haunting lava
landscape gave rise to the river’s name,
which translates as Fire Water. Surrounding trails are rough, putting the
4x4 vehicles to good use. Once periodically affected by glacier flow that has
been diverted, the water today is still
extremely cold (in the 45 degrees F
range) and startlingly clear, though dark
in color. That dark tint prompts a cautionary note: It is difficult to accurately
determine depth when wading here.
Eldvatn has produced sea trout
weighing more than 20 pounds, but
McEvoy says the likely high-end size
on a typical trip will be somewhere in
the teens. The fall season (late August
into October) is one of the two prime
periods to target these sea-going brown
trout. The other prime time is in the early spring. Anglers on this trip will fish
the Eldvatn until noon on September 7,
then depart for Keflavik International
Airport, overnighting there in a hotel,
the cost of which is included in the trip
Volume 30, Number 2
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price. Anglers will take care of their
own dinner meal that evening, however.
Return to the US will be the next day.
As for that second trip I mentioned
earlier, it is a brand-new, four-day offering in August that targets resident
brown trout in what has been described
as Iceland’s most fertile stream. The
fish here typically range in size from
two to three pounds, but six- to eightpound fish are not uncommon.
The fishing is in northern Iceland,
on the Myvatnssveit Beat of the Laxá
River, where it flows from Lake Myvatn in three channels that alternately
cascade or flow into still pools. The
river course winds around lovely islets
rich in bird life, the shores surrounded
by wild geraniums, buttercups, and
herbal angelica. The time frame is August 22 to 26. Theoretically, this trip
can be piggybacked onto the salmon/
sea trout adventure described above,
but it is also available as a stand-alone.
One big difference with this trip is
it is fully guided, not just semi-guided.
Also, the hotel bill the final night is not
included, as it is on the other trip. The
one-rod-at-a time rule will apply on this
trip, however. Included in the trip are
four full fishing days, meals, and lodg-

ing, but not gratuities. Cost is $2,195
double occupancy. Black fly larvae
constitute key forage for the trout in
this fertile river, which naturally raises
the question of how bad are the biting
adults of these infernal bugs. According to Jeff, they are a problem during
May and June, but not during the late

August period. They can be annoying
flying about your head, he says, but
they seem not to be biting then. Personally I’d bring a head net and repellent
just in case.
You can get more details on both
of Jeff’s Iceland trips at: www.weatherbys.com/fly-fish-in-iceland. Tel. 877796-5558. The website provides all you

need to plan your trip, but I would like
to add a couple of notes. First, Iceland
requires that anglers bring either new
or sterilized waders. McEvoy says
his gear has never been checked, but
a few of his guests have been flagged
and made to have their waders sterilized at the airport. You can have that
done at home by a veterinarian, in case
you did not know. Just make sure he
or she is able to provide you with a
certificate authenticating the cleaning.
A second tip is to buy your libations at
Duty Free. Liquor is very expensive in
Iceland.
Finally, though it’s been some
time since I’ve fished with him out of
Weatherby’s Lodge in Maine, I assure
you that Jeff is the real deal, an expert
angler and detail man, and also a fun
companion. His Iceland adventures
promise to be ongoing winners. If this
all sounds interesting, you may want to
sign up for Jeff’s blog, as he says he’s
looking into other trip possibilities in
the Southern Hemisphere and in the
tropics. Enjoy! —Jerry Gibbs.
Postscript: You can find out more about
the fishing at Weatherby’s Lodge at:
http://www.weatherbys.com/mainefishing/.

Briefly Noted
Things to Do . . . Places to Go . . . New Developments
 Remember those new flats fishing
regulations we have been telling you
about in the Bahamas? Well, they have
just come into force as this issue goes
to press, and that means (among other
things) you will need a license to go
flats fishing. And that’s a problem because there is no clear-cut way to get a
flats fishing license as this is written on
January 12. We made some last-minute
calls to the Bahamas and learned that
some lodges are gearing up to issue
licenses to clients, while others aren’t.
Presumably, independent guides are
proceeding along the same line, but
there was no time to confirm that. As
for DIY anglers, the situation is even
murkier. Here is what we were able
to learn from Benjamin Pratt, senior
February 2017

manager in the Bahamas Ministry of
Tourism:
“Unfortunately, online application,
processing, and payment for fishing
licenses are not yet possible. However,
provisions have been made for this to
be done at the Ministry of Agriculture
and Marine Resources in Nassau, or
at the Administrator’s Offices in the
Out Islands. The Administrator’s Offices in the islands are similar to your
City Halls in the United States. Some
lodge operators are acquiring licenses
on behalf of their clients in advance of
their travel. As you can see from the
form, they simply have to provide the
client’s name, address, destination, and
days fishing. DIY fishers will have to
access the licenses at the Administra-
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tor’s Office once on the island where he
is fishing.”
By the time you read this, the license problem may have been sorted
out completely. Still, it would be prudent, in our view, for hosted anglers
to check in with their intended lodge,
guide, or booking agent about this. If I
were going to the Bahamas on a DIY
trip, I would print out the application
form that can be found at the address
below, and I would take it with me,
filled out, ready to pay a local administrator:
http://www.bahamas.com/sites/default/files/flat_fishing_application_final.
pdf. No matter how you plan to fish, it’s
probably worth your while to read the
new regulations, which can be found
Volume 30, Number 2
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here:
http://www.bahamas.com/sites/default/files/flat_fishing_regulations_.pdf.
Anyone who has problems or just
an interesting experience relating to
licenses is urged to check in. Write:
doncausey@anglingreport.com.
 As we put this issue together, we
received a rich flow of subscriber ideas
and suggestions about travel to New
Zealand. It’s such as diverse mixture of
things it’s hard to do more than digest
it all in one block with a few subtitles
here and there to keep things organized.
Just be aware that some of the information we received is of a financial nature,
which means we have to warn you that
we are not qualified to advise you about
financial matters, that anything said
here should not be acted on without
further study. You may or may not lose
your shirt, OK?
Affordability of Fishing in New
Zealand:
• A while back, you may recall, soaring guide fees in New Zealand became
a real issue for some subscribers. One
subscriber told us in May 2015 that he
knew of a guide in Christchurch who
was charging $950 (NZ) for an eighthour walk-and-wade session. That
translated to $695.40 (US) at the time.
Ouch! This is as much as many flats
guides charge in the US for a day of
boat fishing, which involves expensive
boat and motor upkeep, of course, plus
fuel and more. For various reasons, including a strengthening of the US dollar
(the New Zealand dollar has dropped
from being worth 81 US cents in 2012
to 69 US cents in December 2016),
this guide cost problem seems to have
largely gone away. A spot check of one
guide’s website at press time turned up
a cost of $800 (NZ) a day. At today’s
exchange rate that comes to $552 (US).
Still a lot of money but probably acceptable to most visitors. We welcome
feedback on that statement, by the way.
Subscriber Comments on Affordability, Local Interest Rates, etc.:
• “Indeed, the exchange rate has
made a big difference. The NZ dollar
was down to 67 cents US not long ago,
February 2017

which is a lot better than the mid-80s
where it used to be. When it was 67
cents, I transferred a chunk of money
to my New Zealand bank account in
anticipation of a future trip. Generally
speaking, if you stay away from lodges,
which are very expensive, and use
guides a few days and learn from them
so you can fish on your own, New Zealand is a pretty affordable place to enjoy
high-quality fishing now.”—Name withheld.
• “I actually consider New Zealand
a bargain place to go fishing. In the
early ’90s, I built a house here and
later sold it, leaving me with $200,000
(NZ) in the bank. The interest on that
has funded my time down here quite
nicely ever since. When friends come
down here to fish with me, I pay for
everything and, at the end of their trips,

I add up all the costs and divide them
by two. The US dollar cost has been
averaging about $75 a day per person.
Granted, I have my own car, and I know
how to fish on my own. But even if
you throw car rental into the deal and
figure on two people sharing that cost,
the cost to live and fish like a king here
comes to only about $100 a day. The
good news is I just heard from a person
in the know that interest rates in New
Zealand are probably going to jump
up again in the coming year. If that is
true, by next May or so, I should be
able to get six or seven percent on my
term deposit. Someone thinking about
coming down here to go fishing for a
few years, in my view, might want to
put roughly $75,000 (US) into a term
deposit. Right now, that $75,000 would
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turn into about $100,000 (NZ). The way
I handle things, $6,000 to $7,000 (NZ)
will buy you about two months of fishing. At the end of whatever period of
time you want, all you would have to
do is just pull all your money out and
take it home. If you are lucky on interest and exchange rates, you will have
not lost any of your principal.”—Name
withheld.
Suggested Places to Go, Things
to Do:
• “If you are looking for a small town
on the South Island that is perfectly located near good places to fish, the little
hamlet of Waikaia is hard to beat, as it
is situated in the center of the Mataura
Drainage. It’s located about 30 minutes
from the town of Gore, which has superb grocery stores, and about 25 minutes from the town of Lumsden, which
is notable for having the Oreti River cut
right through it. As for ease of access,
it is about a two-hour scenic drive from
the Queenstown Airport. Last year, a
wonderful young woman named Catherine Waples bought a large house here
and converted half of it into a rental
unit that is a real bargain for visiting
anglers. The cost for two persons is
about $55 (US) per day and $10 more
for additional guests. You could throw
a baseball from the front porch and hit
a very nice pub/restaurant and a small
grocery store. It comes with a large living room and full kitchen, a double bed
in one room, and two singles in another.
Internet service is available. For anglers
who like to do it on their own and love
mayfly and caddis hatches, I don’t think
you could find a better location. The
whole scene will remind you of those
wonderful old days when people waved
when you drove by. It has that superfriendly small-town feel that comes
with a population of 90 people. You can
get more information from Catherine at:
thehitchingrail16@gmail.com.”—David
Lambroughton.
• “Anyone who seriously explores
the South Island of New Zealand is
eventually going to drive up Birchwood
Station Road and follow it through the
magnificent Ahuriri River Valley into
the fishy town of Omarama. I did that
Volume 30, Number 2
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for the first time back in 1980, and I
have done so annually since then for
37 years. The scenery is off the charts.
Images I have captured there have appeared frequently in my annual Fly
Fishing Dreams Calendars (www.davidlambroughton.com) and will again
in the near future. It’s such an iconic
place: high-country sheep stations surrounded by snow-capped mountains
that feed a world-class trout river. At
any rate, a few days ago I was there
and, walking back to my car, I saw
a Toyota truck parked next to mine
with a decal on the side of it advertising Ahuriri River Lodge (http://www.
ahuriririverlodge.co.nz/). As I was taking off my wading boots, the truck’s
owner, Carl Cleaver, showed up and
we had a lengthy chat about the old
Williamson Homestead that he has converted into a do-it-yourself lodge that
sounded right up my alley and fit my
pocketbook just fine. It may strike you
the same way. For $350 (NZ) a day, a
group of up to eight can have the entire
place. Just show up with your food and
drink and have at it. That cost in US
dollars for a single member of a group
of eight is only $30.18 at the current
exchange. Of course, that assumes you
can find seven people to come along
with you. Enjoy!”—David Lambroughton.
• “Here’s something new that New
Zealand–bound anglers in the know
are starting to plug into. It’s fishing for
kingfish that cruise over the flats on the
backs of big rays out of Golden Bay,
which is at the very top of the South
Island. They do it with a guide named
Anton Donaldson (www.nztroutadventures.com). I think this might be a nice
add-on to a trout trip.”—David Lambroughton.
Don Causey Note: If you fish with Donaldson, be sure you file a report. Here is
some more information on this opportunity from Donaldson’s website, which
also has a video featuring some exciting
drone photography of these fish swooping in across the flats. “We are lucky at
the top of the South Island to be able to
legitimately target a number of exciting
saltwater adversaries on the fly. During
February 2017

the peak of summer from mid-January
until mid-March we are able to target
yellowtail kingfish on the flats in sometimes knee-deep water! These are the
toughest fighting fish in the ocean. We
are able to get incredibly close to these
beasts and the takes are simply heartstopping. Just the sight of these huge,
aggressive fish in such shallow water is
enough to haunt your dreams. Throughout the entire season we are also able to
catch a hard-fighting fish known as the
kahawai. On a fly rod, these fast fish
will have you well into the backing in
no time. Their aerial displays are truly
awesome!”
 Subscriber Eric Hirzel has very
good things to say about a canoe-based
bonefish trip to the Bahamian island of
Mayaguana handled for him this past

October by John Pinto. Hirzel is among
the growing number of anglers attracted
to do-it-yourself and assisted do-ityourself fishing. He writes:
“I caught my first bonefish almost
20 years ago in the Bahamas, and I have
traveled extensively throughout the
islands ever since. There are not many
Bahamian islands I have not fished. My
fly fishing evolved over the years, and I
grew tired of being pushed around in a
boat while the guide spotted fish for me.
The day finally arrived when I stepped
out of the boat forever and became a
stalker. There is no going back.
“I heard at one point about an island called Mayaguana that has gained
the reputation of being the bonefishstalking capital of the Bahamas. My
research led to me to John Pinto, who
started taking groups of stalkers there
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almost 17 years ago. He is regarded as
the leading authority on Mayaguana
bonefishing. He even brought canoes
down there to access one particular fishing area.
“I tracked John Pinto down and
called him one evening. It was astounding how much he knew about the fishery there. He said it is very tide sensitive and a generally tough place to fish.
He told me he had developed a series of
what he calls ‘stalking flies.’ Over the
course of that call, he told me he takes
groups of four anglers at a time to Mayaguana. If I wanted to give Mayaguana
a try, I should send him a tentative date
when I would like to go. I promptly did
that, only to have him get back to me,
after checking the tide chart, with what
he said were better dates. What he was
looking for, he said, was a midday low
tide for most of the week.
“With firm dates in hand, I rounded
up three of my fishing pals and we
booked tickets to Nassau to arrive on
Thursday and meet John. We went to
Arawak Cay that night, a Nassau area
known for its local eateries, and ordered
an authentic Bahamian dinner, which
was enlivened by John’s stories of his
30-plus years prowling around every
island in the Bahamas before he finally
settled on Mayaguana. “I’ve fished
them all,” he said. “When the fishing
at Mayaguana goes to hell, I’ll take up
bowling.” Clearly, Mayaguana is his
last stop.
“The Bahamasair flight the next
morning took almost two hours. When
we landed, we were met by a staff
member of the Baycaner Hotel that
John has used as his headquarters for
many years. The hotel is very clean, the
food was good and very Bahamian in
origin, and the staff was very accommodating. We doubled up on the rooms,
which were spacious, with air conditioning and satellite television.
“John fishes four areas and moves
around constantly to give his anglers
the optimum opportunity for finding
fish. He really knows the tides and
where to be every hour of every day.
The unique thing about Mayaguana is
that three of the four places we fished
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were like typical Bahamian flats in that
the bonefish go into the mangroves
at high tide and are unreachable for
the next three hours. The only exception was Curtis Creek, where the tide
fills from the west against a prevailing
northeasterly wind. These two forces of
nature fight one another, and the result
was we had tailing fish at Curtis Creek
at dead high tide. We fished some flats
before sunrise, and they looked like oil
slicks at that hour, not a ripple on them.
You could spot tailing fish 150 yards
away. Two of my fishing pals had fourfish mornings before breakfast. Several
nights we fished past sunset and arrived
back to the hotel well after dark.
“John believes strongly in flies
without eyes and long leaders tapered to
eight-pound test. We waded firm, snowwhite flats all week and never fished
water more than mid-calf deep. The
fish were easy to spot, inspiring John to
remark more than once that such-andsuch flat is ‘where Ray Charles used to
fish!’ The eyeless flies he likes to use
(Stugots Brown, Sexy Abba, Shorty
Brown, and others) all worked as advertised. I used John’s specially tied
15-foot ‘stalking leaders’ with great
success.
“We saw fish every day, and it was
evident these fish had not seen a lot of
anglers. The average size fish we caught
was close to five and a half pounds,
with my largest weighing nine-plus
pounds. I cast to many double-digit
tailing fish. We saw no other anglers.
Mayaguana has the biggest bonefish I
have ever encountered and, like John,
I now view this island as my last stop.”
Postscript: You can get in touch with
John Pinto about his canoe trips to
Mayaguana by e-mail at: bn1fsh2@
gmail.com. He says he personally arranges and guides trips when he gets
an expression of interest by four anglers and a date has been agreed on by
all parties. He charges groups of four
$2,695 each for a three-and-a-half-day
trip; $2,995 each for six and a half days.
That fee includes double occupancy
lodging, all meals, guided fishing, transportation to/from fishing areas, and use
of his canoes and related equipment.
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Airfares, overnight expenses in Nassau, alcoholic beverages, and tips are
not included. When you get John on the
phone, ask him about his many interesting fishing options in Nicaragua, where
he has a large fly-tying operation.
 Finally, here at The Angling Report
we make a big deal out of publishing
the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly. No
holds barred. Tell it like it is. In fairness, that means we have to be open
to criticism ourselves when we get
things wrong. And that does seem to be
the case in our recent reporting on the
arapaima catch-and-release programs
in Brazil and Guyana. Continuing
subscribers know we said these programs appeared to be killing a lot of
fish and generally creating more harm
than good. We had our sources, mind

you, and we thought they were right,
but now we just don’t think they were
giving us the full story. Worse, we may
have been given a deliberately false
story that we accepted way too uncritically. Take your best shot, critics! It
looks like we were wrong. We are sorry.
Let us know if there is more we need to
do than apologize and try to correct the
record.
Here is the feedback that came in
last month that made us realize we were
wrong. The first note below is from
subscriber Craig Purse, who recently
took part as an angler client in Untamed
Angling’s arapaima program in Brazil.
He writes:
“My name is Craig Purse, and I’m
a longtime subscriber to your newsletter. Generally, you do a nice job. I’ve
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learned a lot from your newsletter over
the years. That said, I was surprised to
see your note about ‘troubling developments in South America’ and ‘growing
evidence that many of the fish that are
caught don’t survive.’ I was surprised
because I saw no evidence of fish
mortality at all on my November 2016
trip to Untamed Angling’s Pirarucu
Camp in Brazil, where the target was
arapaima.
“To put you in the picture, I fished
with three friends on this trip between
November 12 and 16. The four of us
were the only fishermen in camp. Two
of us fished together with one guide,
that is, 2 x 1; and two of us fished alone
with a guide, that is, 1 x 1. The area we
fished had four beats. With the guiding arrangement described above, that
means everyone had an opportunity to
fish every beat at least once.
“Arapaima were evident everywhere we went, breaching all around
us. We caught 19 arapaima while we
were there, ranging from small to very
large. The large fish were all led to
shore for photos. I caught one of the
larger fish, and I think the battle lasted
seven minutes. All fish were treated reverently while in captivity and released.
“I’ve fished all over the world in
both fresh and saltwater and, unfortunately, I have occasionally seen and
experienced fish mortality associated
with angling. I saw no evidence whatsoever of fish mortality while at Pirarucu
Camp, however, even though we were
always on water where fish had been
recently caught and released. The fish
I personally caught all appeared robust
when released. The arapaima I handled
struck me as very hardy, like catfish or
gar, not like fish that would easily succumb to the stress of being caught.
“Water clarity where we were fishing was poor, so I suppose the fish we
caught might have died and sunk to the
bottom even though they were vigorous when released, but I doubt it. There
were plenty of caiman and piranha in
the water and there was no evidence
that they were feeding on recently deceased arapaima. I don’t want to contribute to wasteful killing of any sport
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fish, so I’m curious: what is the growing evidence of arapaima mortality that
you reference?”
Here is the second feedback we
received last month that made us realize
we were wrong about arapaima mortality. It is from Rafael Costa, a guide at
Untamed Angling’s Pirarucu Camp in
Brazil:
“My name is Rafael Costa. I’m
not a subscriber to your publication,
but I’d like to address the rumor you
have started about arapaima mortality.
I am a professional fishing guide, and
for two years in a row I have managed
and guided the arapaima operation here
in Brazil for Untamed Angling. I am
proud to say that my clients and I alone
have caught and released more than 350
arapaima, all of them with fly fishing
equipment. These were fish of all sizes.
Over the two years in question I had
the displeasure of losing only one fish,
a very big fish. It was very sad for both
me and the fisherman who caught it.
This fish was donated to a community
school and fed more than 50 children
for a few days.
“When I first came to work with
these magnificent fish I had no idea
how to fish for them, but, as is the case
with all Untamed Angling operations,
we always have a local guide with us
on the boat. You may not know it, but
arapaima in the past were a huge part
of the region’s economy, practically
becoming extinct within what is now
considered the largest arapaima reserve
on the planet. Our local guides who
help us with sportfishermen once fished
commercially for arapaima to sell the

meat. Helping adapt their knowledge of
arapaima to the gentler sport of catchand-release fishing makes me very
happy and proud.
“I have no idea where the rumors
of arapaima mortality came from, but
I sure would like to know. Maybe it is
happening elsewhere and there is some
way to help put an end to it? In the last
two years here at Untamed Angling’s
arapaima camp, we have learned a lot
about these fish and we have improved
our way of handling them. Often, anglers ask me about photos with their

fish out of the water. My guides have
the orientation to avoid taking the
fish out of water for that purpose, but
sometimes we do have to raise a fish
for a few seconds to photograph it. We
do that only when it is a matter of client safety. For example, sometimes the
water is too deep near the shore for the
client to get in the water. Sometimes
there are dangerous caiman in the area,
or piranhas. Sometimes a fish is simply
very big and difficult to handle. Sometimes a combination of those factors
comes into play.
“An interesting thing about the
arapaima is that it does not seem to get
tired, like the peacock bass, for example, from the battle of being caught. On

the contrary, many times they escape
from the customer’s hands even before
being photographed. Even those we do
get photographs of tend to rush away
with a lot of energy. In the waters where
we fish we have an incredible diversity
of wildlife and sometimes we find piranhas and alligators attacking fish, but
in two years I never witnessed an attack
on an arapaima after being returned to
the water.
“An important factor that cannot be
ignored here is the importance of this
project to the local community. It generates income and work and values the
knowledge and culture of local communities. Maybe the person (or persons)
who have disseminated false information about our arapaima program have
no idea that they are damaging families
that have embraced an important species conservation project? Thank you
for allowing me to contribute and clarify some things.”
Postscript: Clearly, the Untamed Angling arapaima program is a very positive development, and we commend it
to any anglers whose interests run in
that direction. Unless we hear otherwise, we will assume the same is true of
the program in Guyana. The one lingering concern we have is the possibility
that arapaima are being caught out there
by other operators with gear that is too
light and without the care and attention
that Untamed Angling is demonstrating.
If that’s happening, it is almost certainly an illegal program, as the arapaima is
a highly protected species. Anyone with
knowledge of such a program is urged
to weigh in.

OUTFITTER CRITIQUES

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
This section of The Angling Report is based entirely on subscriber-written Fishing Trip Report Forms. Our policy on these forms is to publish excerpts in the newsletter of Angler Network Forms as received without censorship. Agents, guides, lodge operators, and/or outfitters who disagree with anything said about them in this
section are free to submit a rebuttal. As a subscriber, you can help extend the reach of this program by filing a Fishing Trip Report Form yourself. You should find one
inside this issue of your newsletter. Alternately, you can file a report online by going to our website, www.anglingreport.com, and clicking on “File a Report.” For
details about how to do custom searches for Angler Network Reports on our website, see page 2 of this issue.

 Subscriber Brian Griffith has made
a return visit to Kooi Noom, that relatively new rainbow trout spot in ArgenFebruary 2017

tinean Patagonia that we first reported
on back in 2014. Since then, we have
had several reports on Kooi Noom, all
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of them very positive, including the
report Griffith filed in 2015. His latest
report is generally positive, too, despite
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the impact a local drought is having on
the fishery. He writes:
“This past December I made the
trek to Patagonia to fish one of my
favorite trout lodges in the world,
Kooi Noom. The Angling Report has
published several articles about this
destination, describing its fishery and
explaining how it came to be developed
as a partnership between Alex and Nico
Trochine and the outfitting company,
Untamed Angling. What’s new here is
the impact of a severe drought that is
continuing now for its fourth year. One
old-timer I met on the trip said the region is the driest it has been in 80 years.
“Indeed, the Rio Capitan is noticeably lower than it was on my last trip,
which, in combination with lower lake
levels, appears to have made it more
difficult for the fish to enter the river to
spawn this season. The river was still
fishable, but it was not as exceptional a
spot as it was in December 2014 when
I last visited. The river is broken into
three beats. Last time, the uppermost
beat was truly exceptional, producing
many rainbows over 10 pounds. There
were still big fish in the upper river,
just not as many as in the past. I took
my largest trout of the trip in this upper
beat. It weighed upwards of 17 pounds.
I caught fish here on dries, streamers,
and nymphs.
“Due to the low water, I fished
the uppermost beat for only a half day,
spending most of the afternoon fishing
the top of the middle beat. This was
pocket water that held good numbers of
trout up to 20-plus inches. We had significant success here spotting and casting to fish all afternoon that we were
mostly able to bring to the net. We used
dry/dropper rigs or just big dry flies for
this session. It was very enjoyable fishing.
“The lowest beat on the river held
a pretty decent number of fish. I caught
a lot of 14- to 16-inch fish, and my
partner landed several trout that were
over 20 inches in length. Again, all of
this was accomplished with big dry flies
and small droppers. Despite the success
we were having, we left this beat quite
early in the afternoon and tried our luck
February 2017

on a piece of river below the lodge that
I had not fished before. We caught a
lot of small trout there, with my best
fish coming in at 20 inches. My partner
landed a 24-inch rainbow in the bottommost home pool.
“Speaking of the home pools, the
last time I was here, I fished them each
morning before breakfast and after the
fishing day was done. It was common
to land a number of trout in an hour, including fish up to 10 pounds. This time,
I did hook and land one eight-pound
trout, and I saw several other big fish
roll, but the action here was primarily
limited to fish smaller than 14 inches.
“The good thing about the Kooi
Noom fishery is its diversity. The lake,
the laguna, and the spring creek all
fished wonderfully. My partner did not
enjoy lake fishing, so we opted to forgo

fishing the shores of Lake Quiroga.
One other guest did quite well there,
though, landing multiple fish over 10
pounds, including a 20-plus-pound
monster. We focused on Laguna Toro
and the spring creek instead, both of
which were dramatically better than in
2014. Last time, I caught a fair number
of fish in the two- to three-pound range;
this time, I hooked and landed far more
trout and they were all between three
and six pounds. Casting to cruising
fish here was a lot of fun. The laguna is
somewhat protected from the wind, and
I happily spent a day and a half there.
“The spring creek has improved
even more dramatically than the laguna.
In 2014, I caught scores of fish here,
but almost all were in the eight- to 12inch range. This time, the average fish
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measured 15 to 18 inches, with the occasional 20-plus-inch trout taking a fly.
If you used a dry/dropper rig, you could
often get two fish on at the same time.
The number of fish was staggering. On
two separate days, I landed at least 75
fish. The creek is fairly well protected
from the wind, too, and it is small
enough that long casts aren’t necessary anyway. Some of the biggest trout
I caught there were in channels barely
more than a foot wide although they
were in deep water for the most part
and beneath undercut banks. This was

Correction

 In the December issue, in a report about the dorado hotspot known
as La Zona, we reported that a lot
of the prime fishing area below the
dam has been closed due to security
concerns. We said there were conflicting reports on the extent of the
closure, with one report indicating
it applied to 500 meters below the
dam and the other report indicating
it applied to 1,000 meters below the
dam. We have now learned that the
correct figure is 500 meters. In that
same report, we mistakenly reported
that an operator on the Uruguayan
side of the river had closed down
due to the loss of prime fishing water. In fact, the Uruguayan operator
had not received permission to resume operation at La Zona when
the closure was announced. He did
not “shut down,” he now tells us,
correcting his former statement; he
notified Uruguayan authorities that
he was withdrawing his application
to fish La Zona and canceling his
plans to fish there until further notice
because he believes the water closure mentioned above dramatically
reduces the value of La Zona as a
fishing destination. We regret the error of fact in our report, but we don’t
back away from the underlying point
we tried to make—namely, the water
closure at La Zona has had an important impact on the fishing there
and no one should be fooled by efforts to make you believe otherwise.
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fishing that made you smile. It absolutely made the whole trip worth what I
paid for it.
“As for the lodging and food, Alex
and Nico Trochine run a great program.
The meals were fantastic and the accommodations quite comfortable. The
guides are hardworking, and they speak
good English. I could not recommend
this venue more highly.”
Postscript: Griffith gives the cost of his
trip as $4,950 for seven nights/six days
of fishing. It can be booked through
most major agents. Griffith notes that
Alex Trochine can be reached directly
through his website, www.farawayflyfishing.com.
 Brian Griffith says he made another
important stop on his recent trip to
Patagonia, namely, at several of the estancias in and around Rio Gallegos that
are operated under the company name,
Tres Amigos Outfitters (www.tresamigosoutfitters.com). The name of the
program is Route of the Spring Creeks.
He writes:
“After a week at Kooi Noom, I was
a little nervous about a letdown on the
next portion of my trip. I need not have
worried. After a night in El Calafate,
Juan Manuel Biott, one of the principals of Tres Amigos Outfitters, picked
me up and we headed off to the first
estancia we would fish. This is only the
third season for this program and it is
very different from the traditional lodge
program I’ve experienced. The plan was
for us to spend a bit of time at different
estancias in and around Rio Gallegos.
The first one we visited was Juan’s own
family ranch. Situated on the Rio Pelke,
the estancia is comprised of some 5,000
hectares (just over 12,300 acres), which
is small by Patagonian standards.
“The family home here is quaint,
comfortable, and carefully tended to.
This is where Juan spent much of his
youth, and his passion for it is very
obvious. His mother, Fernanda, does
the cooking, and his father, Pedro,
takes care of the place. Meals are spent
around the family dining room table
and the food is delicious. It’s like eating
with family members at home. Their
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hospitality was warm and genuine. Getting to talk to people who have lived in
Patagonia all their lives was a treat. I
mean, how often do you get to talk to
someone who was an actual gaucho at
one point in his life! The entire family
was knowledgeable about the history
and the wildlife around their home and
were eager to share it. Where else can
you have a guide point out the spot he
caught his first brook trout?
“We arrived before lunch and Juan
immediately took me to the river. The
Pelke is a small river that gently oxbows its way across the valley floor. It
contains a lot of brookies and browns
that were eager to take a dry fly, nymph,
or small streamer as long as you didn’t

spook them first. We landed quite a few
in the hour or two before lunch.
“After a hearty meal and a short
siesta we headed back to the Pelke
and continued to catch a lot of fish.
The brookies ranged up to 16 inches,
and the biggest brown I caught was
20 inches long. These sessions were
all done by walking the banks (quite a
distance from the water) and trying to
spot fish or identify good holding areas.
We fished until nearly 9 PM. Dinner
that night, which was served with some
wonderful wine, was greatly appreciated.
“The following morning, after
breakfast at the kitchen table next to the
wood stove, we fished the Pelke again
with similar results, landing more than
30 fish. We fished small black Wooly
Buggers primarily, as it was overcast,
and quite windy. After another filling
lunch and a one-hour siesta, we drove
across the fields to fish the Rio Coyle
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on an estancia that belongs to Juan’s
uncles. When I first saw the ‘river’ we
were going to fish, I wondered how a
fish could survive in such a low-flow
stream. There appeared to be almost
no running water. The small stream did
have multiple deep pools, however, and
that was where browns up to 22 inches
were lurking. Stealthy approaches were
the order of the day, as were delicate
casts, but the fish were not particularly
picky as to which fly we used. I caught
them on Fat Alberts and foam hoppers
mostly. Most of the takes were slow and
gentle. In the gin-clear water you could
see them coming from several feet
away. Talk about visually stimulating!
These were takes that stay with you for
a long time. In all, we landed eight to
10 browns before the stream eventually
flowed into a laguna, where we fished
weed beds and landed two browns that
ran upwards of four pounds, plus several small brookies, including one of the
latter that measured 18 inches and was
the most brightly colored I have ever
seen. Again, just a totally enjoyable day.
“The following morning we drove
south for an hour to fish the Rio Chico
Sur from Estancia Paliaike, which gets
its name from the Tehuelche Indian
word for “place of solitude.” The name
fits. Before we even unpacked, we
headed to the river, which, again, was
a small stream. On my second cast I
landed a 16-inch brookie that turned
out to be the smallest fish I would land
over the next day and a half. The water
averaged about three feet deep. Sight
fishing and stealth were the order of the
day. These trout readily took a small
black bugger as long as they didn’t see
you first. Many of the fish I landed were
taken from undercut banks less than
10 feet from where I stood. Again, the
visual impact of seeing a three-pound
brook trout slide out from the bank
and inhale your fly was enormous. The
first morning I landed 15 brookies up
to three pounds. At lunch we met the
owner, Ariel Hamilton, whose family
established this as one of the first estancias in the area in 1886.
“The accommodations at Estancia
Paliaike were not as cozy as at EstanVolume 30, Number 2
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cia Rio Pelke but they were clean and
comfortable. Ariel is an interesting man
who speaks English much better than I
speak Spanish. I enjoyed our conversations, which ranged from our children
to politics to travel to sheep ranching.
“In the afternoon I had my best
session yet. I landed 14 brook trout,
12 of them big—that is, up to five and
six pounds. The last fish of the day (at
9 PM!) was a hot hen that weighed six
pounds. The weather was warm, the
sky was blue, and there was almost no
wind. Just a perfect day of fishing. Dinner that evening was great, thanks to
Fernanda and Pedro, who came along
to prepare the food. It was accompanied
by an extraordinary bottle of wine. After dinner we looked at Juan’s photos
and videos on his computer (he is an
accomplished photographer) and shared
some scotch with Ariel. An appropriate
ending to my last full day of fishing.
“The next morning, since my flight
from Gallegos did not leave until early
evening, we went fishing again. I teased
Juan that each session had gotten better
than the previous one and that he had a
pretty high bar to clear on that last day.
Indeed, before Juan had all his gear
together, I spotted, cast to, and landed
a three-pound brook trout. We continued fishing obvious holes and undercut
banks, landing four smaller fish (16 to
18 inches) before picking off 13 more
big fish, the majority of which were
spotted first. Some of these were literally right under my feet, in the undercuts, and the thrill of seeing those fish
come out and take the fly did not get
old. Three of the fish were between four
and six pounds and ran like salmon.
The last fish was a five-pound male
that I could only see the tail of on the
opposite side of a small weed bed. The
only indication I got of his take was a
small movement forward of that tail. I
promptly set the hook and then chased
him 150 yards downstream to net him.
Even though I had another 30 minutes
to fish, I opted to quit on that great fish.
Juan had succeeded in surpassing his
previous efforts.
“We drove back to the main houses
at that point for a final lunch, said our
February 2017

goodbyes, and headed to the airport.
My only disappointment was that I had
not opted to take the full-week program
on the spring creeks. This would be a
fabulous place to take a fishing spouse
or close friend. That’s actually why I
decided to try this program. I plan to
return here with my wife.”
Postscript: Brian Griffith gives the cost
of his spring creek outing as $3,100
(single occupancy) for four days, three
nights lodging. In a final note, he offered this summary impression of Kooi
Noom and Route of the Spring Creeks:
“Both are operated by people who are
passionate about fishing and the rivers
they operate on. They intentionally keep
the pressure low. Kooi Noom accepts a

maximum of six rods and Route of the
Spring Creeks accepts only two to three
and only if they’re good friends and
come together. They want to preserve
these fisheries for the long term and
forgo maximizing profits. Kooi Noom is
a fairly physical fishing program with a
lot of walking over fairly rough terrain.
There’s no less walking involved in
the spring creek program but it is over
significantly flatter and less demanding
ground. Both places can truly make you
feel like a kid again, and that is something that is rare and wonderful. I have
fished in Argentina 12 times over the
years, and this was by far my favorite
fishing experience. The variety of Kooi
Noom and the intimacy of the Route of
the Spring Creeks has to be experienced
to be believed. Come here prepared for
long days of fishing and an extraordinary amount of fun!”
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 Subscriber Sally Stockman has
good things to say about a mothership
trip to Zapata National Park in Cuba
this past November booked for her by
Kristen Tripp of Yellow Dog FlyFishing
Adventures (www.yellowdogflyfishing.com). Zapata National Park is the
large fishing area relatively close to
Havana that comprises the fishing area
commonly referred to as the Bay of
Pigs as well as two tarpon rivers and
many square miles of shallow to supershallow flats fishing. The mothership
trip Stockman took focuses on the far
western edges of Zapata National Park.
Stockman says she caught mostly
bonefish on this trip and they were on
the hefty size, averaging three to four
pounds. She saw a lot of tarpon, she
says, as well as permit, but she did not
have any hookups on the latter. “Great
fishing. Great food on the mothership.
Great service. Excellent guides,” she
writes, noting the weather was ideal,
with temperatures in the 80s, lots of
sun, and low winds. She particularly
liked being aboard the mothership and
the proximity that gave everyone to the
fishing. Daily runs to go fishing were
very short, she says.
Stockman says the group stayed
one and a half days in Havana at the
end of the trip. “This trip was very well
organized overall,” she concludes. She
gives the price of it as $3,900 per person.
Don Causey Note: This Zapata mothership trip in the beginning relied on the
use of a canal system to take anglers by
skiff from the mainland out to the boat
and back. Thankfully, that way of transporting anglers is no longer being used,
as the canal was often too shallow for
safe passage, even after the former operator of trips in this area rehabilitated
an ancient dike system that backed water up in a series of mini-impoundments
to maintain depth in the canal. In fact,
passage at all on that canal system,
with tiller-controlled outboards, was
not really safe. Here is how transport
is now handled, according to Yellow
Dog’s Kristen Tripp, who elaborated in
the note below not just on that but on
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the variety of fishing options available
in and around Zapata: “Indeed, there
are a number of different fishing options in the Zapata Peninsula area. The
live-aboard option that your subscriber
chose, allows anglers to access the
coastal part of the Zapata Peninsula,
west of the flats known as Las Salinas.
Up until recently, Zapata live-aboard
trips utilized the canal system you
asked me about, but that has now been
replaced. During the dry season in Cuba
(February and March) the channel became nearly impassable. Outside of that
time period, even with use of the flood
gates, we found the water levels were
barely high enough for safe passage.
There was very little room for operator
error with a skiff running through the
narrow channels. Beautiful and exciting, but not exactly safe. The revised
Zapata live-aboard program sees clients
departing Havana very early in the
morning for an arrival around 8 AM in
the town of Playa Larga. Mothership
anglers board the mothership right there
in Playa Larga and immediately make
the 2.5-hour trip across the Bay of Pigs
to Diego Perez Caye and the first mooring. Anglers are able to fish on their arrival day. In addition to the live-aboard
option, we now offer a land-based option, allowing anglers to build a Cuban
angling itinerary of any number of days
with excellent proximity to Havana.
The lodging is basic and the hotel food
marginal, as is to be expected in Cuba
at this point. However, this option does
offer access to dinners served at local
paladars (privately owned eateries in
local Cuban homes), which is some of

the best food you will find in Cuba. In
addition, the cultural experience is a
terrific bonus on a trip to Cuba. From
the simple lodging at Playa Larga, you
can elect to fish the flats of Las Salinas
for bonefish mainly, but also for permit
at times, or fish for medium to large tarpon in a nearby river.”
 Honor Roll Subscriber Shawn Taylor has checked in again with a report
on his favorite place to fish, namely,
Guatemala, where he always links up

with Big Buoy Fishing (www.bigbuoyfishing.com). He writes: “My wife and
I returned to fish with Eric Goetz and
his crew this past October 22 to 24.
Every year I take a group of clients on
a Habitat for Humanity trip somewhere
in Guatemala and then spend three days
of fly fishing for sailfish. This was our
sixth trip. We took another fellow with
us this time, and he fished with traditional gear, not fly tackle.
“October is a transition month in
Guatemala, and since there are not as

many boats fishing it can take some
time to find the highest concentration
of fish. The benefit of fishing at the end
of the wet season, however, is that there
are usually more weed lines and debris
offshore, which can help attract dorado
or tuna. The other benefit of fishing this
time of year is that there are more marlin around. My ultimate dream is catching a marlin on the fly!
“We raised 51 sailfish and three
marlin on this trip. Pretty typical for
that time of year. They seemed a bit lazier to eat the fly this trip, but my friend
caught many on traditional tackle. This
was his first ever trip for billfish.
“The new development at Big
Buoy Fishing is that Eric purchased an
additional Bertram 31 early this year,
refitted it, and hired a new captain by
the name of Kennedy Hernandez. This
is Kennedy’s first year as a captain, but
he has been a very well-regarded mate
for over 15 years. He has been involved
with 30,000-plus billfish releases in his
career. He speaks perfect English and
knows fly fishing as well as any captain
I’ve ever fished with.
“The reason I originally chose Big
Buoy was that it advertises itself as
the budget option for fishing in one of
the best areas of the world for sailfish.
Indeed, the other options are lodge-type
settings with very high prices. Fishing
with Eric and his crew allows you to go
more frequently and enjoy an amazing
fishery with great accommodations and
amazing food. I continue to recommend
him without reservation. Were it not for
an impending back fusion I would be
returning in February. Enjoy!”

And Finally . . .

A Winter Tarpon Tale
by Don Causey
 People who live in South Florida
have an annoying wintertime habit of
telling callers from up North what the
weather is like. You know, cutting little
comments about local temperatures
having “plunged into the 70s.” It’s
enough to make someone from Maine
February 2017

or Connecticut hang up on you in February. I know; I have had that happen to
me here in Miami, Florida.
Unfortunately, for those of you
who live in a cold area, I have something far worse to tell you about than
the current temperature outside (it’s
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December 15 and 76 degrees as I write
this). And I feel I must also tell you that
I enjoyed a day of tarpon sight fishing yesterday in Whitewater Bay that
can only be described as (pardon the
expression) red-hot. It involved large
tarpon swirling the surface, jumping,
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tail-slapping, and just lazing on the surface of the water. These were not small
fish either. Think 90, 100 pounds, and
up. I personally had shots at more than
30 fish. Angling Report subscriber Bill
Stroh who went the day after I went had
what he estimated as 50 shots or more.
No, this is not some kind of brandnew fishery, though it is possible it’s
getting better for some reason, perhaps
due to climate change. A small number of guides in the Upper Keys and
Miami have known about it for some
time and have simply been keeping it
under wraps as much as possible. And
who can blame them for that? After all,
the fishery occurs in readily accessible
parts of Whitewater Bay, which is that
large expanse of interior bays and lagoons north and east of Flamingo in Everglades National Park. For all I know,
the fishery may occur in adjoining interior water, too, all the way west to Chokoloskee, including the upper reaches
of the Shark River and Tarpon Bay.
I am not reluctant to share what I
know about this fishery because it’s an
on-call fishery that develops rapidly and
then vanishes. The window of opportunity can be as fleeting as a day or so.
You almost have to be in South Florida
and be on the right guide’s on-call list
to enjoy it. Well, you can also do it on
your own if you have your own boat,
of course, and know where to go. That
information—the where-to-go part—is
not something I will share in this article.
I learned about this fishery from
Capt. Alex Zapata of Silver King Charters (www.silverkingcharters.com. Tel.
786-317-4733). We’ve written about his
guide service in the Greater Miami and
Upper Keys area in these pages before,
as well as his peacock bass fishing trips
in his native Colombia. Alex does it all:
migratory tarpon trips in the spring,
snook outings, peacock bass trips
focused on the Greater Miami canal
system, permit trips in Biscayne Bay,
nighttime fishing around bridges and
marinas. In addition to all that, Alex
really knows the Flamingo area, which
he says he has been fishing for 15 years.
The key to this winter tarpon fishery,
February 2017

he says, is a period of unusually warm
weather that lasts long enough for the
water temperature to rise into the mid70s. It was in that range the day Alex
and I fished Whitewater Bay.
Clearly, he knew where the fish
were because the very first place we
motored to was alive with rolling and
crashing tarpon. The more violent action soon moderated, but the overall
number of rolls and jumps was amazing. There had to be many hundreds of
tarpon in that bay we were fishing to
produce that much action on and near
the surface. Before long, three other
boats arrived in that same bay. Having
arrived first, we had the best water for
the next hour or so.
Oddly, despite throwing directly at
sighted fish, I did not get a single take.

To see if my poor casting was the problem, I insisted that Alex take the front
of the boat, while I jumped up on the
poling platform. There were fish everywhere, so it did not take a world-class
pole person to keep Alex in fish. Time
after time, he threw directly at sighted
fish to no avail. No, the problem was
not my casting.
Soon, we gave up our morning spot
and made a large circle, checking several other spots before pulling into the
very middle of the greatest expanse of
Whitewater Bay. As if on cue, the wind
died completely and the surface slicked
off. Ohmigod! There were tarpon everywhere.
For the next couple of hours, I
threw at tarpon until my arm hurt. Alex
did the same for a while until the wind
picked up. Defeated but happy, we gave
up and made our way back to Flamingo.
Incredibly, Bill Stroh had the very
same experience the next day, though it
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sounded like he saw even more tarpon
than I did.
This was not a typical result, Alex
stressed. No, the winter fish in Whitewater Bay are not as ready to hit as
migratory fish in the spring, he told me,
but they do usually hit a well-presented
fly. A good caster would typically catch
at least a fish or two in conditions like
those we had, he said. The best explanation we could come up with (actually
Bill Stroh suggested this) was the unhappy coincidence of a warming trend
with the waxing of a full moon. Indeed,
the moon was completely full the night
before I fished with Alex, and it was
only one day after full when Bill Stroh
fished with Alex. Likely as not, all that
light at night had inspired those happy
tarpon to feed right through the hours of
darkness. They loved the warm water.
They were active. But they just weren’t
hungry.
Riding back from Flamingo with
Alex, I asked him how he knew the tarpon were going to be active the day he
called and invited me to fish with him.
He called me two days before we actually fished together. He said the main
indicator he watches is the arrival and
passage of cold fronts. Indeed, they ebb
and flow all winter, creating a predictable weather pattern that culminates
in the wind shifting southward until it
is pushing warm tropical air directly
over the Florida Peninsula. That warm
air gradually elevates the water temperature in Whitewater Bay into the low
70s. When it reaches 75 to 76, it’s time
to get on the phone and reach out to oncall customers, he told me.
This next information is secret,
OK? Not to be repeated. There is a federal government website maintained by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (www.noaa.gov) that
publishes water temperature and other
data gathered by a network of measuring stations around the country, Alex
told me. There are hundreds of these
stations around the country, including
several in Whitewater Bay and environs. All you have to do is watch the
rising water temperatures in the areas
you want to fish. When the temperature
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reaches the mid-70s and the weather
forecast is for continuing mild weather—bingo!
As soon as I got home, I went to
the NOAA website, and, sure enough,
the temperature data is there, and boy is
it current! The oldest data reports were
a matter of several hours old, presumably because the measuring stations
beam the data into space, where it is
sorted and retransmitted to the website.
You can take a look for yourself at the
data for a measuring station not so very
far from where Alex and I fished. It’s
called Clearwater Pass CWAF-1. The
URL is: http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_page.php?station=cwaf1. The station was reporting a water temperature

of 76.6 degrees F when I checked. That
was from a reading at 1 PM on December 16.
So, there you have it. All the
facts you need to start dreaming in the
depths of winter of big tarpon gliding through the wine-dark expanse of
Whitewater Bay. Actually, as I wrote
this report, it occurred to me that some
of the facts here have a much wider
relevance than South Florida because
there are fisheries all over the country
that switch on and off with the rise
and fall of water temperatures. One
that occurred to me right away is the
redfishery in Louisiana, specifically
Biloxi Marsh. The slow fishing over
that way last fall (I described this in a

previous column) was said to be a direct
result of water temperatures that were
way too high, in the 80s. For the fun
of it, I looked up the nearest measuring station I could find to the center of
the action in Biloxi Marsh. That was
the station in Shell Beach. The URL
is: http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_
page.php?station=nwcl1. At 3:30 PM
on December 16 the water there was
60.6 degrees F. Is that cold enough? Too
cold? Does anyone have an opinion on
that? For sure I am going to look into
the optimum water temperature for fishing Biloxi Marsh and time my arrival in
the area better than I did last fall. You
may want to do the same thing. Enjoy
the winter wherever you live!
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The Best of New Zealand Fly Fishing
For over 25 years, we have specialized exclusively in New
Zealand fishing and travel. Fly fishing is our central focus,
but we are experts in many other activities available in New
Zealand.
We create exclusive fishing programs, as well as sightseeing
and other nature-based activities. Call for a brochure or visit
New Zealand’s most exciting fishing site.
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Contact Information
MikeMcClelland
Tel.: 800-528-6129
E-mail:
info@BestofNZ.net

www.BestofNZflyfishing.com
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Fly Fish for Redfish
Year-Round

“Join Global Rescue.
They’re a well-tested
provider of medical
services and evacuation.”
National Geographic

Specializing in fly fishing, catch
and release. Accommodations for
up to eight guests. Six flats boats
running.
• Capt. Gregg Arnold •
• 504-237-6742 •
• www.giantreds.com •
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Tel.: 800-381-9754 / 617-459-4200

www.GlobalRescue.com/AnglingReport
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 NEW ZEALAND 

Trout Fishing

Stalking, and sight casting to large wild brown trout in crystal clear waters •
Award winning luxury lodge surrounded by 3 National parks and dozens of
rivers & streams • Heli-fishing into remote pristine wilderness a specialty.

See Angling Report Dec 2010 Vol 23 no.12 or send for our free DVD • info@stoneflylodge.co.nz • www.stoneflylodge.co.nz
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